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Abstract: The article presents cost modeling results from the application of the Genetic-Causal cost modeling principle. Industrial results from

redesign are also presented to verify the opportunity for early concept cost optimization by using Genetic-Causal cost drivers to guide

the conceptual design process for structural assemblies. The acquisition cost is considered through the modeling of the recurring unit cost and

non-recurring design cost. The operational cost is modeled relative to acquisition cost and fuel burn for predominately metal or composites

designs. The main contribution of this study is the application of the Genetic-Causal principle to the modeling of cost, helping to understand how

conceptual design parameters impact on cost, and linking that to customer requirements and life cycle cost.
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1. Introduction

The specification of aero-structural systems can be

captured by utilizing systematic techniques such as

quality function deployment (QFD) to define function-

ality and key quality requirements. This leads to

informed decision making enabled through integrated

product and process design (IPPD), but requires

engineering tools and models to predict the impact on

emergent attributes and behavior such as acquisition

cost, time to market, and life cycle performance. At a

more detailed level, these models can be based on design

rules and principles that can be used within the context

of design for manufacture and assembly (DFMA) [1]

for more efficient conceptual design solutions. This

is widely acknowledged through the need to reduce

product complexity in the context of process and

material capability, and robust design. This involves

the early integration of knowledge and analysis within a

concurrent engineering environment [2,3] as alternative

design concepts are being considered [4]. Ullman [5] has

highlighted the technical challenge in shaping materials

by a process into a form in order to satisfy a functional

requirement [6]. Typically, the graduation from con-

ceptual design, through preliminary and detailed design

to the critical design review (CDR), results in a struggle

to satisfy functional and through life customer require-

ments while maximizing profit for the airframer.

Currently within the aerospace industry, DFMA is

an applied design methodology that is used to help

multidisciplinary teams to achieve more efficient

product definitions at the concept design stage [6].

Aero-structural systems are characterized as part

intensive and difficult to fabricate and assemble, being

a function of the conceptual material selection and

associated processing capabilities. The focus is on

achieving the simplest structural configuration that

meets the system requirements, whether in terms of

structural integrity, aerodynamic performance or

additional functionality. However, cost modeling tools

are required to guide cross-functional and multi-

disciplinary teams in decision making, although it is

widely acknowledged that it is extremely difficult to

obtain fast and accurate cost estimates [7].

Notwithstanding, parametric cost estimating relations

[8,9] can be formulated from historical aerospace data

and are well suited for deployment at the concept stage

as they generate cost estimates in a simple and speedy

fashion. Often, these are used in an analogous context

where a baseline product is used as a reference cost

breakdown structure. Cost estimating relationships are

typically generated using linear regression to predict the

statistical relation of parameters to their direct costs,

being limited by the need for historical data and being

subject to market forces and technology levels.

The work herein addresses the understanding and

modeling required for the development of design tools
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that formalize the above best practice [10,11]. The key

is to identify the engineering cost drivers that relate to

the design and assembly of the structural configuration.

In the context of life cycle analysis, the cost should

include the non-recurring design cost, the recurring

manufacturing costs (including amortized non-recurring

elements), and the recurring operational costs. This will

facilitate an early trade-off of engineering configurations

to be performed in an informed and realistic

manner in the design process when engineering detail

is not yet fully defined. Consequently, one of the main

contributions of the work is in identifying and modeling

a number of key drivers that can be related to the costs

of design, production, and operation. This is facilitated

in the study by the application of the Genetic-Causal

cost modeling principle that is utilized to identify and

relate cost drivers in conceptual design.

2. Cost Estimating Technologies

Typically, the initial function of cost estimation is

the provision of reliable capital and operating cost

assessments that can be used for investment funding and

project control decisions. At a lower level, it provides

important information that is used in the development

of the product through trending, documenting,

and controlling costs. There are a number of alternative

methods [12–18] which can be used that are

considered now.

Bottom-up or detailed costing is the most obvious

form of costing and is a very information-intensive

approach that entails the gathering of all cost

information that can be directly attributed to the cost

of the final article. The cost is normally derived from

the assessed hours associated with each element detailed

in the work breakdown structure (WBS). The process

is difficult to implement in practice as it requires

very detailed inputs at every stage and for every new

estimate. Fundamentally, it is posthumous and requires

its output to be differentiated from any new design being

considered. The latter aspect leads us to analogous

costing and Case Based Reasoning (CBR), which

principally rely on the similarity or differentiation

of like-products to ensure that the cost estimate is

comparative to a previous in-stance. In differentiation,

the historical cost from the like-product should be

refined or adjusted to account for the variation in

product complexities, technical differences, and other

such factors. This provides a very practical approach

but is highly sensitive to change in design, material

selection and process, and requirements. Modern forms

of analogous-type costing exploit neural networks (NN)

and fuzzy logic to teach a computer program to

predict the outcome given certain product-related

input attributes. Associated disadvantages are similar

to those of analogous technique but also include the

need for a large population size that is split into input

and test groups. Parametric estimating (PE) typically

entails the linking of cost to high-level product

parameters through statistical relations that establish

estimating relations to be built into cost estimating

models [19,20]. Finally, financial accounting techniques,

such as activity based costing (ABC) or lean accounting,

represent another grouping that map engineering effort

and resource utilization.

It is now accepted that cost modeling is particularly

useful during the early stages of development, when there

is little product information available [15]. Systematic

modern estimating models can reliably predict future

project costs more efficiently than traditional estimating

methods, although one must decide whether to for-

mulate custom made relations or whether to calibrate a

chosen commercial model. Commercial cost packages,

such as PRICE-H and SEER-DFM, offer a facilitating

environment and functionality that allows an organiza-

tion to calibrate a cost framework with their own

historical data in order to tailor the model to their

specific financial needs and business environment.

However, as well as historical data, the calibration

process requires expert judgment, assumptions, and

subjective opinion while the quality of data, informa-

tion, and knowledge are all highly influential.

3. The Genetic-Causal Cost Modeling Principle

The work discussed herein is a part of larger body of

work within the Integration and Cost Modeling research

group at the Centre of Excellence for Integrated Aircraft

Technologies (CEIAT) at Queens University Belfast.

The group is developing an approach to engineering

cost modeling that is conceptualized in the Genetic-

Causal principle. This is illustrated in Figure 1, where

the causal definition of the relation of cost to design

driver is seen in the context of product and process

families. The model adopts the scientific principle of

categorization (Genetic) but also incorporates the rigor

of requiring causality (Causal):

1. Genetic makeup: cost is inherited from the design

definition and by product and process nature,

is classified into certain groupings; shown in

Figure 1 as the classification of families relating to

some level in the hierarchical definition structure,

from conceptual through to detailed definition.

2. Causality: all costs are an effect of causal drivers,

which are only then influenced by environmental

aspects; shown in the radial component of Figure 1

linking costs to engineering design parameters

such as: weights, part counts, sizing, and material

selection etc.



With regard to the first principle, industrial aircraft

design tends to be derivative and incremental, and

therefore, a type of cost blueprint can readily be seen in

previous aircraft, hence the wide use of analogous

costing. Engineering manufacturing costs can be classi-

fied according to materials, fabrication processes, and

assembly, while additional cost is incurred through

support, quality and inspection, and general factory

overheads. It is also necessary to distinguish between

recurring and non-recurring costs; the latter including

equipment, such as jigs and tools, whereas machine costs

are amortized over a recuperation period that is built

into the process rate. However, broader life cycle

analysis also considers the non-recurring cost of the

design process plus additional company recurring over-

heads, all of which should be reflected in the unit cost.

Typically, rather than an imposed percentage margin,

the profit is given by the difference between airframer’s

total cost and the maximum obtained market price,

the latter being set by the price the airline is willing

to pay for the business opportunity afforded by that

aircraft. However, the airframer’s costs can be said to

be genetically inherited through the causal origination

from engineering design definition, albeit then factored

by financial and external factors such as material

and labor rates, and supply chain management, etc.

These factors can be assumed to be fixed at the product

definition stage or can also be treated as having

certain distributions and likelihood of occurrence,

the aggregated cost variance being assessed through

Monte Carlo analysis [21].

The cost modeling at QUB is being developed in order

to manage cost in the context of systems design and

integration. The general approach is illustrated through

Figure 2, which shows cost being integrated into the

engineering process as another design variable to be

considered as the definition process converges towards

an optimum. The model represents a highly concurrent

conceptual design framework that will speed up the

conceptual design process and facilitate systems integra-

tion for a more global optimum that better satisfies

customer requirements. The framework is being devel-

oped to accommodate multi-fidelity models for each

of the disciplines, which enables the automatic inclusion

of local detail into the global analysis. The structure

is recursive and additionally allows for error estimation

to determine when local design changes invalidate

the global analysis. In particular, Figure 2 illustrates

how an initial specification (developed from customer

Figure 2. Integrating cost modeling into the conceptual design process.

Figure 1. The Genetic-causal cost modeling principle.



and function requirements analysis) is first interpreted

in terms of global performance, weights, and sizing. The

next stage is to carryout a more detailed performance

assessment of the subsystems, e.g., wing and fuselage, in

order to integrate aerodynamic and loading analysis

methods, etc. This results in a preliminary solution

which can be costed so that iteration on the structural

configuration and material selection can be performed.

The optimal solution from a number of iterations then

results in a ‘design freeze’ at a more global level, only

then constraining the design space for optimization at a

more detailed level. As shown, more detailed finite

element analysis (FEA) can then be integrated into the

process to further refine the design, thereby representing

a more concurrent design process. Consequently, at least

two levels of cost analysis are needed to facilitate (1) the

global design process and (2) the lower level detailed

optimization. It is the higher level cost modeling

that is presented in this article, while the lower level

modeling increases the fidelity of design definition and

analysis while still being driven by life cycle require-

ments, being equally if not more true to the Genetic-

Causal principle.

4. Manufacturing Cost Modeling

Figure 3 demonstrates the coupling between

design for manufacture (DFM) and the minimization

of manufacturing cost. The chart summarizes the

results from a number of industrial redesign exercises.

It can be concluded that better utilization of process

capability can be implemented to produce more complex

expensive parts. However, the reduced part count is

seen to result in a reduction in unit cost, through

reduced assembly cost. However, the redesign nature of

the case studies may skew the potential benefits to be

gained at concept design. It can be inferred that cost

modeling needs to be used early in the design process in

conjunction with DFM practice, whereas a lot of cost

estimation is carried out only after much of the detailed

design definition has been completed [14].

In order to understand fabrication and assembly

costs, a research council (EPSRC) funded project

was initiated that focused on the detailed investigation

of two engine nacelle nose-cowls. This included the

consideration of the various stages of assembly as sub-

assemblies in their own right, and, at a lower level,

part fabrication. The industrial data collected for the

cost breakdown for the two engine nacelles chosen is

illustrated in Figure 4 and includes: (1) part fabrication;

(2) structural assembly; (3) raw materials; (4) purchased

items; and (5) support. At 2005 prices, these aero-

structures cost several tens of thousands of pounds,

although in addition to the materials, fabrication

and assembly costs, there is a significant portion

from: inspection, direct overheads, general and admin-

istrative costs (G&A), contingency, etc. In addition, cost

definition is one of the most challenging aspects of cost

modeling as data is not understood in terms of cause

and effect, and is often rolled up. For example, material

costs are often quoted within aerospace at 40% but

this typically includes the cost of processed material,

e.g., extruded stringer lengths, purchased items, and

sub-contracted work. However, it is clear that in

general, cost arises fundamentally from the part design

and configuration definition (whether in-house or

procured) and that either a reduction in the number of

parts or in the average cost per part is pivotal. For

the two nacelles presented, it should be noted that

Nacelle B was manufactured with more advanced

processes, such as auto-riveting, modular tooling, part

to part assembly, etc., and that there is a decade between

the development of the two designs. However, due to

technology and process improvements, it will be seen

that the manufacturing cost is of a similar magnitude,

all the more surprising is that the nacelles are of a

similar size but Nacelle B has a 40% higher thrust

loading (stiffness requirements) and was subject to

tighter certification standards. It is also evident from

Figure 4 that there has been a shift to increased

exploitation of outside production relative to in-house

fabrication.

Each of the manufacturability drivers identified were

tested relative to either part fabrication cost or assembly

cost in order to identify which drivers correlated best

to either cost. Weight and part count were found to

correlate best to fabrication cost while part count and

fastener count were best for assembly cost. This is a

reasonable outcome given the linkage between the

logistics of manufacturing a certain number of parts of

a certain size, and of assembling those parts with a given

number of fasteners. Regression analysis was performed

to quantify the degree of correlation in each case,
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the trending helping to identify which parameters were

likely to be the true causal drivers.

Fabrication and assembly coefficients were developed

from the identified cost drivers for either process.

In addition, due to the procurement of purchased

items, the part-fabrication cost relation also utilized

the part count and weight of bought-out items. This

helps to factor in the cost effectiveness in off-loading

the most inefficiently manufactured parts to outside

suppliers, who are either more specialized in the

associated manufacturing processes or who benefit

from more favorable labor and overhead rates. In

formulating the fabrication and assembly coefficients,

the main aims were to (1) maximize accuracy through

the utilization of the most relevant cost drivers and

(2) to have a definition that was simple and readily

usable at the early conceptual design stage. The

definitions of fabrication coefficient (�), bought-out

coefficient (�) and assembly coefficient (�) are shown

below in Equations (1)–(3), respectively.

� ¼ � WTot þ
PCTot

WTot

� �� �

ð1Þ

� ¼ 1�

WB-Out

WTot

� �

PCB-Out

PCTot

� �

0

B

B

@

1

C

C

A

ð2Þ

� ¼ PCTot þ
FCTot

PCTot

ð3Þ

It should be noted that all of the input variables

utilized are either known at the concept stage or could

be easily estimated. Total weight (WTot) and part count

(PCTot) would be known early while an estimated

value of the number of fasteners necessary per unique

part (FCTot/PCTot) is often used in companies based

on previous contracts; similarly, for the weight of

bought-out parts (WB-Out/WTot). Incidentally, in

addition to facilitating assembly, it should be noted

that fasteners also play an important structural role in

providing the stiffness to withstand buckling (stiffened

skins), and even the rivet spacing is subject to inter-rivet

buckling considerations. Consequently, the higher

thrust rating of Nacelle B requires a higher rivet count

for structural reasons rather than only for manufactur-

ing assembly.

The characteristics for the above-mentioned coeffi-

cients are presented in Figures 5 and 6 for fabrication

time, and assembly time, respectively. The associated

costs are calculated with appropriate manufacturing

cost rates and the fabrication cost also incorporates the

bought-out coefficient to include procured items. It can

be seen from Figure 5 that the relation of fabrication

coefficient to fabrication cost was characterized by

exponential functions. With reference to Equations (1)

and (2), it can be inferred that the weight of parts is

associated with increased part count and higher

fabrication costs. Some of the deviation is explained

by the simplicity of the analysis not incorporating

process type. This is being investigated to increase the

fidelity of the model. It can be seen from Figure 6 that
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Figure 4. Typical cost breakdown for engine nacelles; for: (1) part fabrication; (2) assembly; (3) raw materials; (4) purchased items; and

(5) support.
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the relation of assembly coefficient to assembly cost

was characterized linearly in a logarithmic form. Work

is currently ongoing to improve the correlation by

distinguishing between subassembly work and final

assembly. This will aid in helping to incorporate the

influence of the different build sequences employed.

However, another important aspect that is difficult

to model is the impact of part to part, modular tooling

and jigless assembly philosophies. This is relevant, as

Nacelle A is manufactured using a more traditional

serial approach whereas Nacelle B exploits the more

advanced techniques mentioned. It is believed that the

variation between the two nacelles, evident in the

fabrication and assembly modeling, is due to improve-

ments in manufacturing capability. Nacelle B took half

the time to assemble that Nacelle A did while the latter

had a lower specification and was slightly smaller in

diameter. However, Nacelle B was designed in a design

for Six Sigma environment utilizing DFMA principles.

Consequently, one can conclude that this approach

has reduced part count at the expense of the fabrication

cost per part and assembly time per part. This is

reasonable if one accepts that the complexity of each

part for Nacelle B must have increased as the assembled

system still provides the same geometric form require-

ment, and also meets higher structural performance

specifications. The results support the principle that

there is a trade-off between the part count of assemblies,

and the complexity of the individual parts. This is

important to remember when implementing DFMA,

which can now be optimized by using the trend

characteristics found in Figures 5 and 6, rather than

simply reducing part count without informed thought

to complexity and process capability issues.

The modeling was used to estimate the fabrication

and assembly costs and in addition, multiple linear

regression analysis was also performed as a benchmark-

ing exercise, using the variables utilized in the creation

of the fabrication and assembly coefficients. For the

multiple regression analysis (MRA), the fabrication cost

as the dependant variable was related to total part

count and weight, as well as the bought-out part count

and weight as the independent variables. For assembly

cost as the dependent variable, the relation was modeled

to part count and fastener count as the independent

variables. Both sets of results are compared with the

original costs in Table 1. Also, the error is given for the

percentage difference from the actuals. It can be seen

that the error for each of the combined assembly stages

is improved by approximately 25%, using the causal

definitions of assembly coefficients, with an even

higher improvement for fabrication cost. Therefore,

the Genetic-Causal principle has been used to good

effect in guiding the modeling process through data

classification into families and by imposing causal

requirements on the identification of cost drivers.

5. Life Cycle Cost Modeling

It has been established that part count and weight are

primary drivers of manufacturing cost; evident through

their causal impact on fabrication and assembly cost,

and material cost. However, it is likely that weight is not

causally linked in terms of material but rather in terms

of larger items utilizing more resource, within each

product family. These relationships are also found to be

true for non-recurring design cost. Just as manufactur-

ing cost is driven by the number and total weight of the

parts, these are also drivers of design effort and cost.

In concurrence, one of the most commonly used

parametric relation in the industry is the relation of

design drawings to the cost of the design process. The

implication is that more the unique parts, the costlier the

design process will be. However, this principle only

remains true for a significant amount of commonality

within the product family.

Figure 7 illustrates some limited industrial data

on the relationship between design cost and the weight

and part count of airframe fuselages. Although the

population size is small, it can be seen that there is

strong evidence of a relation between design cost and the

weight and/or part count. There is a slight improvement

in the statistical significance between cost and weight,

and the correlation testifies that an increase in part

count is synonymous with an increase in weight.

The statistical relation with either parameter was

tested through regression trending, while multiple

linear regression was used to improve the R
2 value by

1%, thereby also providing a third relation for a three

point estimate. It is reasonable to propose that all costs

arise as a result of engineering definition and that these

Table 1. Results of predictions for assembly time and
fabrication time.

Stage Nacelle A Nacelle B

Assembly

Pred Error MRA Error Pred Error MRA Error

1 0.96 0.00 1.44 0.02 0.67 �0.04 1.26 0.03

2 0.45 �0.06 0.27 �0.08 0.85 �0.02 0.29 �0.09

3 0.70 �0.01 �0.16 �0.04 21.9 0.07 33.2 0.11

4 1.04 0.03 0.87 �0.08 0.94 �0.02 1.30 0.11

5 0.84 �0.01 1.81 0.06 1.10 0.03 1.55 0.16

6 0.46 �0.05 0.78 �0.02 0.63 �0.04 0.51 �0.05

TOT 0.89 �0.11 0.86 �0.14 0.99 �0.01 1.27 0.27

Fabrication

Pred Error MRA Error Pred Error MRA Error

1 1.28 0.03 1.16 0.02 1.59 0.02 1.71 0.02

2 2.05 0.06 1.72 0.04 1.35 0.05 1.36 0.05

3 0.95 �0.01 0.68 �0.04 1.22 0.04 1.20 0.04

4 0.93 �0.02 0.92 �0.02 0.92 �0.02 0.94 �0.01

5 0.98 0.00 1.07 0.01 1.11 0.03 1.11 0.03

6 0.63 �0.09 0.78 �0.05 0.42 �0.07 0.50 �0.06

TOT 0.97 �0.03 0.96 �0.04 1.05 0.05 1.06 0.06



are a further function of environmental and market

factors. It is also noted that the complexity and

originality of parts has a significant bearing on the

costs. For example, a more complex and innovative part

design may cost 100 h of design time while a derivative

part may cost a quarter of that.

Even prior to part design, material selection is an

obvious design/cost driver that impacts on manufactur-

ability. Within aerospace, the selection of a material

other than aluminum is often driven by a performance

consideration such as weight reduction (composites),

fire resistance (titanium) or strength (steel). Beyond

process capability, the overriding limitations are mate-

rial and processing costs, closely followed by manufac-

turing tolerances and finish, and operational life cycle

performance. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the

trade-off between the cost impacts from one material

over another, remembering that there may be certain

additional design constraints that require the more

expensive option.

Figure 8 illustrates the typical impact of material

selection on the unit cost of an engine nacelle. A number

of industrial examples for either metal or composite are

presented along with a trend line plotting the statistical

relation across the range of non-dimensional weights.

In keeping with the earlier work within the article, it is

again seen that weight is an indicator of manufacturing

unit cost, as is part count. It is evident that unit cost is

more similar for the nacelles at the lower range, towards

1m diameter, but that the metal structures seem to be

clearly less expensive for larger nacelles (toward 2m in

diameter).

One basic aim of the work is to help understand

and model the impact of engineering design definition

on cost. This can be related to design value, which

includes both functional performance and cost, where

performance has a quantitative cost impact. The

direct operating cost (DOC) breakdown is presented in

Figure 9 for a regional commercial jet, where the cost of

ownership is triple that of the fuel burn. The significance

of this is that the traditional approach of maximizing lift

to drag (aerodynamics) and maximizing strength to

weight (structures) is now in the context of a design

specification with a cost dimension. Therefore, relative

to customer requirements, it is three times more

important to reduce the cost of ownership than the

cost of fuel burn on its own, although that will certainly

contribute to the DOC reduction.

In terms of structural design, it is inferred that a

reduction in manufacturing cost will have three times the

impact that a reduction in weight will. This seems an ideal

analysis to apply to an engine nacelle as the challenge is

whether to choose the more expensive to produce and

maintain composite design or the cheaper but heavier

metal design. Figure 10 incorporates the influence of

material on the operational performance through a

simple consideration of the impact of weight on fuel

burn. The analysis simplifies fuel burn as a function of

weight and consequently, there is no attempt to consider

any change to the aircraft utilization or mission profile,

i.e., exchanging airframe weight for passengers or fuel/

distance. However, the analysis is important in providing

a method of assessing design choices in terms of the

operational cost impact. It is evident that there is an

increasing penalty on the metal design as the diameter

(size) of the fan increases. This is reasonable if one

considers that a larger nacelle can better exploit the

manufacturing process of composite lay-up, requiring the

same cure time, etc. However, Figure 10 makes it clear

that there are definite lifecycle (performance) aspects to
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be exploited as the size increases. Again, the Genetic-

Causal principle has been applied to categorize into

groupings and in identifying key causal drivers.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

The article presents the results of cost modeling that

uses the Genetic-Causal principle to understand and

develop manufacturing and life cycle models. Various

elements of life cycle cost are considered according to the

principle and are shown to be highly relevant to the early

conceptual design process. This approach is generic in

dealing with a wide range of cost elements and

incorporates design definition as well as performance.

The genetic aspect identified weight, part count, and

fastener count as significant identifiers of cost. The

analysis of the manufacturing cost breakdown showed

cost to be classified according to material, part fabrica-

tion, and assembly; but also that procurement is a key

driver. These engineering design parameters were then

used to investigate the modeling of fabrication cost and

assembly cost; material costs being modeled as a function

of material cost per unit weight. However, the Causal

aspect has been considered in verifying the scientific basis

of the Generic relations. This has validated the use of

part and fastener counts in terms of assembly but is less

conclusive regarding the use of weight in part fabrication

and procured items, although strongly significant in the

statistical testing. However, it is believed that weight is

causal in being related to the amount of manufacturing

effort and resource that is expended in processing larger

parts, rather than being driven by the material cost. The

Causal aspect of the Genetic-Causal principle is there-

fore presented as one of the main contributions to cost

modeling discipline, requiring the practitioner to incor-

porate an understanding of the true drivers, rather than

simply accepting statistical and implied relations.

However, this then feeds back into the genetic aspect in

being able to code cost correctly into the product and

process definition, underlining the scientific approach to

the cost modeling. It is concluded that process and

material selection, and the resultant structural config-

uration design, is highly significant in determining the

causal life cycle cost; through both the manufacturing

cost and the operational cost. However, further research

will incorporate maintenance cost as an element that will

affect the analysis, currently tending to favor metals over

composites.
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